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Good morning everyone! Welcome to your final DAY of home learning- wahoo!  

 

Phonics/SPAG (Task 1) 

 

Task 1a: 

If you normally do Read, Write inc. in a morning, or even if you don’t but you fancy a recap, please do 

this activity. Play the fun Odd & Bob interactive game where you need to identify the real & alien 

(non-real) words: 

https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/odd-and-bob?phase=5 

 

Task 1b: 

If you do not normally do Read, Write inc. please complete this task instead.  

We will continue to look at past and present tense (whether something has happened in the past or 

whether it is happening right now).  

Once you’ve opened the PowerPoint, press ‘slide show – from beginning’ then use you right arrow to 

work your way through the slides. Please follow all of the instructions on the screen. Today’s activity 

is called Past and Present Tense Activity 5. This game can be played with another person or it can be 

played on your own. Choose 2 of the cards and try to match the past and present tense sentences 

(they are both the same colour if they are the matching pair). Try to remember where each sentence 

was if it needs to be turned back over (no cheating if you’re doing this alone!)  

 

English (Task 2) 

This week, I would normally be booking my Easter holiday. I love Scotland at Easter- I think it’s the 

best time of the year to go. Have you ever visited Scotland? The last time we went, John, Indy and I 

decided to climb Ben Nevis. It was bbbbbrrrilliant but so cold! Read all about our trip then have a go 

at the questions underneath.  

 

Ben Nevis Special (Task 3) 

No maths for today- we’re sticking with Ben Nevis because its way too awesome for a single lesson! I 

bet there’s more you’d like to know about the UK’s highest mountain? I would like you to find out 

some more Ben Nevis facts. You may just choose to read them or you might like to write a report all 

about it (there is a template if you would like to use it). Alternatively, you might wish to make an 

information leaflet or a poster about it. These two sites have lots of interesting information and the 

video shows a man’s visit during the summer – a very different experience to mine!  

Sites for research: 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Ben_Nevis 

https://easyscienceforkids.com/ben-nevis/ 

 

Site for video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYLoh4rhJOw 

 

Geography (Task 4) 

Use a map (link to Google Maps below) to identify all the different countries that make up the UK and 

write them correctly on the blank map. Perhaps you could colour in each country in a different colour 

to make it clearer. Can you find and mark on Ben Nevis (mountains are normally shown with a triangle). 
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Can you also name and mark on the seas and oceans? If you really want to impress, maybe you could 

even add on the capital cities for each country.  

Don’t forget that the names of mountains, countries and seas are proper nouns so they must, must, 

must always begin with a capital letter! 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/United+Kingdom/@53.3515679,-

9.7472505,4z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x25a3b1142c791a9:0xc4f8a0433288257a!8m2!3d55.378051!4d-

3.435973  

 

Superb effort everyone- well done! We are very excited to see you all on MONDAY! Have a lovely 

weekend :o)  

 

Take care, 

Mrs Dent, Mrs French and Miss Hall  
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